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Digital communications technology gives SMBs* a competitive 
edge 

Source: IDC EMEA, Future Enterprise Resilience Survey, 2021, October 1–15, 2021 (n = 226)

*Small and Medium Business

Up to 39% higher 
profit, revenue, and 
operational efficiency

Up to 30% 
higher customer 
satisfaction

Up to 
39% cost 
savings

Operational efficiency

Innovation

Customer satisfaction

Revenue

Employee productivity

Profits

Cost savings

Less time to market

Less business risk

Priorities for SMBs

45%

43%

36%

30%

30%

28%

27%

15%

14%

40% of SMBs say digital transformation has helped them to achieve:

What is digital transformation?

% of respondents

How can digital transformation help drive priorities for SMBs?

• Collaboration platforms can break down silos within companies by connecting colleagues and driving innovation, agility, 

and shorter time to market. 

• It helps to drive employee satisfaction through higher productivity, while also helping to overcome a sense of 

isolation during remote working.

• It enables businesses to attract the best talent by offering flexible work arrangements.

• Digital transformation for SMBs mainly involves integrating collaboration 

technologies to support and enhance existing business processes, work 

dynamics/culture, and customer experience.

• It includes digital communications such as videoconferencing, virtual 

events and webinars, cloud business calling, and video endpoints.
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Source: IDC EMEA, Enterprise Communications Survey, 2021, May 2021 (n = 716)

SMBs are focusing on collaboration as part of digital 
transformation

Digital transformation for SMBs mainly involves investing 
in collaboration technology

The benefits of collaboration technology in SMBs are clear, but the 

question is what are the capabilities that can help drive these benefits? 

Videoconferencing, the most popular tool in collaboration platforms, is 

used for a multitude of use cases, from training and facilitating projects 

for a distributed workforce, to connecting field/frontline workers, to 

assisting customers.

For which of the following activities do you use 
video technologies in your organization?

47%
Platform for live 
webcasting/townhall 
meetings

37%
Upload, store, 
manage (live) video 
for marketing 

42%
Video-assisted 
field services 

32%
Surveillance

43%
Video-aided 
customer support

35%
Video-assisted 
sales 

42%
Employee 
training/
onboarding 

30%
Biometrics 

Most SMBs plan to 
increase investment 
in collaboration 
platforms by up to 
20%.

More than 45% 
plan to invest in 
subscription-based 
cloud solutions/
platforms in the 
next 12 months.

More than 35% 
plan to invest in 
video technology 
in the next 12 
months.
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Hybrid working for SMBs relies on a powerful collaboration 
infrastructure

If SMBs have been unable to migrate the entire voice and collaboration suite to cloud, they have at least moved collaboration platforms to cloud due to the 
widescale benefits such as increasing remote working capabilities. This will be even more important going forward because work will no longer be a physical 
workspace but rather a virtual collaboration platform, which will go beyond just connecting internal colleagues to include people from outside a company.

What factors influenced your decision to 
implement solutions that combine on-premises 
voice with cloud-based collaboration tools?

How has the COVID-19 pandemic impacted 
your communication with people outside your 
organization, including those in the partner/
customer ecosystem?

Source: IDC EMEA, Enterprise Communications Survey, 2021, May 2021 (n = 716) Source: IDC EMEA, Future Enterprise Resilience Survey, 2021, October 1–15 (n = 221)

Minimize 
migration
risk

Quickly 
scale up or
down

Improved 
workflow 
management

Retain 
in-house 
control/
security

Increase 
remote
working 
capabilities

Increase 
agility

Opex 
benefits

Leverage 
existing
investments

42% 41% 40% 37% 36% 36% 35% 32%

We collaborate more often with our industry ecosystem partners

We share our expertise, data, insights, and applications more frequently

We leverage external expertise, data, insights, and applications more frequently

We work more with partners outside our industry

Other

42%

14%

13%

13%

24%

% of respondents
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Not all products can truly drive business goals for SMBs

• Despite the benefits that small and midsize businesses stand 
to gain, they face challenges when it comes to finding a 
suitable product.

• Very few provide a comprehensive solution operating within 
the same environment, making it simple while offering the 
optimal benefits.

• This can involve obtaining a collaboration suite from one 
provider, customer experience solutions from another, 
and calling plan and devices such as desk phones, video 
endpoints, and headsets from yet another. This requires more 
resources to manage different providers and implement 
additional settings. Configuration would be difficult as it may 
not be possible to do so from a single pane of glass.

• Most importantly, piecing together different providers can also 
increase security threats and not all providers have robust 
security measures built into their systems, leading to security 
breaches.

Not all providers are the best choice

Did you know?

Barriers to cloud communication platforms for SMBs

Only 15% of SMBs described their information and communications technology investment strategy 
as transformative compared to 52% who described it as strategic (to meet business goals).

Source: IDC EMEA, Enterprise Communications Survey, 2021, May 2021 (n = 716)

36%
Security 
concerns

24%
Unclear value 
proposition

25%
Too difficult to 
integrate

23%
Unable to 
customize

% of respondents
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Key considerations for collaboration solutions

Consider solutions that offer:

Value by providing 

meetings, devices, 

contact center, cloud 

calling, devices, and 

managed services 

all under one roof, 

as this can keep 

the cost down and 

ensure quality and 

reliability

A high level of 

privacy in terms 

of requests for 

personal identifiable 

information and 

security through 

encryption across 

applications and 

devices including 

headsets

Multiple options/

bundles for flexibility 

to suit varying needs 

and affordability

In-depth training and 

demos showing how 

to use the solutions 

for easy and fast 

adoption

Powerful cloud 

calling, virtual 

whiteboarding, 

contact center, 

events and polling/

voting capabilities, 

devices and open 

APIs at no additional 

cost

Easy configuration 

and provisioning 

through a single 

pane of glass and 

enterprise-grade 

experience in terms 

of quality and 

monitoring through 

advanced admin 

portals and analytics

Best-in-class features 

such as voice 

enhancements/

noise cancellation, 

digital assistants, live 

transcription, and 

translation

Simple mobile 

friendly solutions that 

can facilitate cross-

team collaboration 

through a single 

app for seamless 

collaboration
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Make the right choice

Three key takeaways

Choosing the right collaboration solutions 
is critical for business success

Digital collaboration 
technology can significantly 
improve competitiveness 
for SMBs not just within 
their own market segment 
but also against large 
competitors.

Considering a solution just 
for its lower price without 
taking into account its 
capabilities can negatively 
impact future growth and 
success.

Choose a provider that 
offers the full breadth of 
best-in-class features and 
capabilities in addition 
to enterprise-grade 
experience when it comes 
to ease of use, quality, and 
management.
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